Simply shape your ideas!
Air-drying modelling clay –
now hardens in only 10 min in microwave ovens too!
2 in 1

NEW

Dream models
with FIMOair light
With lots of ideas,
instructions and tips.

your inspiration!
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FIMO®air light – light, soft and unique

FIMOair light is a particularly soft and
light modelling clay. Not only does it dry
in the air but also takes no time at all to
harden in microwave ovens. The fact
that the microwave hardening process
only requires 10 minutes means that
modelled objects can be worked on afterwards without delay.

Once hardened, the finished objects are
easy to modify. Drilling, gluing, painting
and varnishing – anything‘s possible.
Its pleasant feel and clean handling
means that this super-soft clay is also
ideal for use in educational facilities
such as schools and kindergartens.

FIMOair is highly impressive thanks to its
extreme light weight which makes it perfect for model-making or for items where
weight is an issue, e.g. mobiles, figurines,
masks, door signs, home deco articles.

• Air-drying or microwave-hardening
• Truly unique
• Extremely lightweight
• Particularly soft
• Ready to use
• Clean handling
• Dimensionally stable
• Neutral smelling
• Easy to modify
(e.g. drill, glue, paint, varnish)
• Particularly suitable for lightweight
models (e.g. for making-making)
• Good for combining with the
FIMO accessoires: Clay moulds, shaped
cutters, leaf metal, metallic powder
• Lovely ideas for hand-crafted gifts, ideal
for last-minute surprises and presents
• Available in the colours white and
terracotta
The consistently high
quality is tested on a
regular basis by
independent toxicologists.
This is what the new
STAEDTLER seal of
quality stands for.

8131-0
FIMOair light, white
250 g (8.81 oz)
8132-0
FIMOair light, white
500 g (17.63 oz)
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8131-76
FIMOair light, terracotta
250 g (8.81 oz)
0
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white

terracotta

8133-0
FIMOair light, white
125 g (4.40 oz)

8133-76
FIMOair light, terracotta
125 g (4.40 oz)

The only modelling clay in the world
that can be hardened in the air OR in microwave ovens
Drying in the air:
• Allow the models to dry thoroughly at room
temperature
• The clay hardens in a matter of hours/days
depending on the thickness of the material
• The model should be turned over regularly during
the drying process so that both sides can dry evenly

• The drying process should not be accelerated
(e.g. do not place in the sun / on a radiator or use a
hairdryer) as this may increase the risk of cracking

Hardening in the microwave:
• Microwave setting: 600 watts approx. 10 minutes
• Place the model directly on the microwave
turntable plate
• Harden objects in the microwave within 1 hour of
modelling
Please note:
• Do not harden in household ovens!
• Do not harden already air-dried FIMOair light in
the microwave
• Never harden for more than 20 minutes at a time

Repeated hardening increases the flexibility
• For larger objects, the hardening process can be
repeated a number of times
• Models which have already been hardened in the
microwave and which have had fresh, not yet
hardened clay added to them, can be hardened
again without any trouble
• If a model is to be hardened repeatedly in the
microwave, allow to cool in-between hardening
sessions for approx. 5 min and replace the hot
water with cold

IMPORTANT:
A microwave-safe plastic cup with at least 125 ml
cold water must also be placed on the microwave
turntable plate for the duration of the hardening
process in order to ensure uniform hardening results
and prevent overheating.
Ready to use

Always place a
Harden for max.
glass of water in the 10 minutes at 600
microwave when
watts
hardening

Very easy to modify

Can be painted and Do not accelerate
varnished
the drying process

10 min.

Storage:

Unfinished items and left-over bits of material can be Tip: Spray the remaining material with a little water
stored in a sealed plastic bag or airtight container,
before putting it away.
e.g. a plastic box or jar.
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Techniques, tips and ideas

Impressive surfaces with
FIMO texture sheets
The texture sheets make it easy for you
to create decorative surfaces, e.g. with
a crocodile skin, leather or wood finish.

Tip: Sprinkle a little baby powder over
the texture sheet before each use. This
not only enhances the pattern but also
makes the sheet easier to remove and
keeps it clean for storage.
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They are extremely flexible and durable
and are ideal for use on curved areas too.
The transparency of the sheets enables
accurate positioning.
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Drying:

or
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It‘s this easy:
Roll FIMOair light out to a sheet and cut
out 2 hearts using the templates.
Place the texture sheet on the heart and
rub over it using the acrylic roller to
emboss the pattern in the clay.
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Use the remaining material to create
another approx. 5 mm thick sheet and
cut small hearts out of it. Then leave
everything to dry in the air or harden in
the microwave.

Paint the hearts with purple-coloured
watercolour or acrylic paint and then use
a moist sponge to wipe some of the paint
off.
Mix FIMO metallic powder with gloss
varnish 1:1, dip the tip of a wide brush
into the mixture and brush over the
hearts with it. This creates sparkling
highlights.
STAEDTLER metallic markers are just
right for adding other metallic accents or
writing.
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Availab
le
12 diffe in
rent
textures
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888 NC12
Noris Club
Watercolour paint box
with 12 colours, brush and opaque white

8744 04
FIMO accessoires
Texture sheet
‚Music/calligraphy‘

8709 BK
Metallic powder
Gold

8323-S BK5
Metallic markers
5 colours

8724 03
FIMO
Metal shaped
cutters
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Clay moulds –
accurate results in no time at all
Clay moulds
The clay moulds are ideal for creating perfect replicas of your chosen motif. Take
your pick from the wide range of different
seasonal themes.
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Whether home deco item, birthday
surprise or sophisticated table ornament –
custom-made accessories for every season
of the year.
Clay moulds are available on many
different themes and for an endless number of applications:
Flower pot sticks, jewellery pendants,
scatter ornaments and many more
besides.
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Let your imagination run wild!
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Drying:
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It‘s this easy:

Availab
le
16 diffe in
rent
themes

Take a small amount of FIMOair light out
of the pack and press it gently into the
mould without kneading. Then simply
wipe off any excess clay. Next, carefully
push the motif out of the mould and
smooth over the edges using a modelling
tool.
After hardening in the microwave or drying in the air, the models can be painted
and varnished as required.

8742 52
FIMO accessoires
Clay mould ‘Spring’

8742 26
FIMO accessoires
Clay mould ‘Hearts’
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Door frame tattoos –
for children‘s room, kitchen or hall
Tattoo technique
Roll the FIMOair light out to a uniform
min. 1 cm to max. 2 cm thick sheet using
the acrylic roller. The sheet should not be
too thin, otherwise the edges may warp
later on when drying. Next, choose a
motif, print it out on paper and cut it out.

Place the motif on the sheet of FIMOair
and cut out around the edges using a
kitchen knife. Smooth over any unevenness using your finger and a little water.
After drying in the air or hardening in the
microwave, paint with standard acrylic,
watercolour or school paints.
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Tip: For the tattoo
technique, we
recommend hardening
models in the
microwave to avoid a
warping of the sheets.

8700 05
FIMO acrylic roller
For uniform rolling
results
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8711 FIMO
Modelling tools
4 different plastic
modelling sticks

Shabby chic –
novel bunnies as attractive table deco
Template technique
Use the acrylic roller to roll FIMOair light
out to an approx. 2 cm thick sheet. Cut
out the bunny motif, place it on the sheet
of FIMOair light and, using it as a template, cut around it with a kitchen knife.

To make the nose, shape a small ball out
of FIMOair light and press it on firmly. Use
a pen cap to make circles all over the
bunny‘s body.
Then leave everything to dry in the air or
harden in the microwave. Once cool, the
bunny can be painted.

Add the eyes using the Lumocolor pen. For
the whiskers, cut three pieces of craft wire
to length for each side and press into the
clay to the left and right of the nose.
Finish off by decorating the bunny with a
bow.
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Drying:

or
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Adorable birds –
an eye-catcher for any season
Free modelling

Modifying

Knead FIMOair light and shape it as required. To add pieces, e.g. wings, scrape
the clay at the contact points and moisten
slightly. Then press on firmly and even out
the joins using a modelling stick.

Once hard, you can smoothen the surface
using sanding sponges. If fresh material is
added to cover small cracks or attach new
elements, models can again be placed in
the microwave to harden.
Dab paint on with a sponge to create
subtle shading effects. FIMO gloss varnish
protects the objects and brings out the
vibrancy of the colours.

8700 08
Grind’n polish set
Sanding set
3 different grades

8704 01 BK
Gloss varnish
Jar à 35 ml
8705 01 BK
Semi-gloss varnish
Jar à 35 ml
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Tip: A substructure is recommended for
larger models
• Aluminium foil
• Polystyrene
• Or a sand-ﬁlled plastic bag
Please note: Not all substructures are
suitable for microwave use
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Sparkling elegance –
impressive leaf metal finishes
Covering
Bowls, glasses or bottles are easy to cover
with a layer of FIMOair light.
It is recommended to allow finished
objects to dry in the air when using this
technique.
Impressive leaf metal finishes
With FIMO leaf metal in the colours gold,
silver, bronze and abalone, you can set
luxurious accents and create spectacular
design highlights.
• Stunning surface finishes
• Simple technique
• For numerous creative ideas
Tip: Add a coat of varnish to vases so that
they can be filled with water.
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8780-..
Pack with 7 sheets
14 x 14 cm each
99
abalone

26
copper

8781-99
Pack with 3 g
Flakes
81
silver

8783 BK
Varnish for leaf metal
Jar à 35 ml
11
gold

8782 BK
Size for leaf metal
Jar à 35 ml

99
flakes, multi-coloured
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Dream models with
FIMOair light – now suitable
for microwaves too

Instructions and ideas as an app
or at www.staedtler.com

your inspiration!

